
Twintec  Storage...
Your Numatic Scrubber Dryer has been designed and constructed  
to the highest standard. To enable the machine to provide the best 
possible service, we recommend you ensure your machine is 
always left in a clean, dry and tidy condition.

A clean machine, 
makes for a cleaner floor.

Twintec machines should be stored  
 with the dirty water (top) tank  
 empty, the separator should be  
 cleaned and allowed to air dry

(Follow the instructions overleaf).

To avoid stagnant water and odours, drain and clean your machine.
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The Tanks...

The superstructure comprises of clean and dirty water heavy duty polyform tanks, 
designed to provide a truly robust structure and is equipped with a series of 
advanced, yet practical features. 

Heavy Duty Polyform dirty water tank Heavy Duty Polyform clean water tank Convenient Flexifill 1m easy fill hose Large capacity trash basket

It is also recommended you 
drain any residual water from 
the bottom tank, to avoid any 
residue blocking the pump 
pipes and filters, during 
storage.Flip Deck Storage
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Compatible with the following machines:

TT 345, TT 350, TT 455, TT 3450, TT 4500, TT 4550, TT 3450C, TT 3450CRS, TT 4045, TT 4055 ET 4045, ET 4055, 
TTB 345, TTB 455, TTB 3450, TTB 4500, TTB 4550, TTB 4552, TTB 4045, TTB 4055, TLB 345, ET 4045, ET 4055, ETB 4045, ETB 4055
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Twintec Care / Storage Instructions...

Empty the top (dirty) tank and 
rinse out with clean water.

Remove the basket filter and 
rinse with clean water.

Using the handle position 
lever...

... to tilt the handle towards the 
rear of the machine.

Unlock the separator. Remove the separator from 
the machine.

Check and clean the separator 
gasket.

Clean the barrel filter 
(rinse with clean water).

Leave the separator resting on 
the handle when not in use. 
This allows the machine to be 
fully ventilated until dry.


